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As a useful supplement of the integrative Commerce and Industry manage 
system developed by Provincial Commerce and Industry Bureau，the integrative 
Commerce and Industry Department supervision and law-executing system provide 
the Commerce and Industry Department staff an effective informational operation 
manage means based on might compartmentalize, flowing examine and data 
centralization of the city. This system was developed for conducting the registering 
of the self-employed workers, economic account management, supervision, credit 
management and management of charge and bill.By this system, we hope to finish 
the current complexion of Commerce and Industry Department conduct operations 
in their own way and different supervision model, and establish a normative and 
uniform Commerce and Industry manage Department supervision flow, and explore 
an available Commerce and Industry Department intendance model. Management 
and supervision mechanism thinking permeates the thinking of building information 
systems, the increase in industrial and commercial administration, for industrial and 
commercial Departmentmanagement model for reference.By the analysis of the 
system and the development of domestic and international background with the 
industry product development status, I project the major issues that need to address 
and the goal should achieve, using Rational Unified Process (RUP) software 
development methodology, in a unified modeling language (UML) for the analysis 
and design description language, using J2EE platform structure Trade and Industry 
to consolidated supervision by the law-executing system for needs analysis and 
system design, and the use of RUP system modeling methods of registered 
management of the self-employed workers, economic account management, 
inspection and supervision of credit management, management of charge and bills of 
the functional modules of the detailed design and code to achieve and realize the 
















Through the development of demand for interactive the industrial and 
commercial Department registration, regulation, credit, inspections, charge and other 
business data, clearing Out the current industrial and commercial 
Departmentregistration, regulation and unclaimed, the voucher management, charge, 
workflow, and generating standard UML Use Case descriptions and the use of 
binding document cases. According to the Commerce and Industry Bureau in 
Weifang City of current information to actual circumstances and operational needs 
of the overall system structure, functional structure, the hierarchical structure, 
storage structure, the network structure for the analysis and design of the system to 
ensure flexibility, stability, scalability and security. RUP methods used for the 
detailed design of the software to use case-driven, management of industrial and 
commercial business needs and the early stage of type design, thereby generating the 
activity diagram, sequence diagram, After the kind of analysis, production 
associated categories, such entities, entities Management and Data Association 
category, In the development process as possible is the full protection of the results 
of the early phase of development, Also, as far as possible to ensure information 
systems scalability and maintainability.  
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